
CIVIL FORFEITURE = “EXTINCTION OF DOMAIN” 

 

In late 2022, the National Assembly in Panama continued to debate Bill 6251, which seeks 

to introduce in Panama a so-called “extinction of domain” law.  Similar laws have been 

introduced in a number of Latin American countries (in neighbouring Colombia, for 

example, some 25 years ago) but, so far, Panama has held back. 

 

The law is a form of non-conviction based (NCB) confiscation which, to quote the StAR 

Stolen Assets Initiative of the World Bank and the UN Office on Drugs and Crime, “shares 

common objectives with criminal confiscation, namely the recovery and return of the 

proceeds and instrumentalities of crime. Likewise, NCB confiscation also realises the goals 

of deterrence, equity, and restitution”.2  

 

The current Bill was introduced into the Assembly in April 2021, and seems to have made 

little progress to date.  In October 2022, it was said that seeking to apply the regime to all 

criminal offences had delayed the discussion of the draft law in the National Assembly and,  

to clear the logjam, the Ministry of Security did not exclude the idea of reducing the list of 

offences.  In the meantime, the range of offences that would allow an action for forfeiture 

covered all those in the Criminal Code.3 

 

The country already had legislation which provided for the seizure and forfeiture, after 

criminal conviction, of “the instruments, property and real estate, securities and 

derivatives of the commission, or related to the offenses against public administration, 

money laundering, financing of terrorism, drug trafficking and related crimes”.  However, 

Panamanian law did not provide for the confiscation of property of corresponding value, 

although seizure and forfeiture provisions did extend to property that is directly or 

 
1  https://espaciocivico.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/2021_P_625.pdf  
2  https://star.worldbank.org/focus-area/legal-tools-asset-recovery  
3  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/221010/minseg-dispuesto-discutir-extincion-dominio  

https://espaciocivico.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/2021_P_625.pdf
https://star.worldbank.org/focus-area/legal-tools-asset-recovery
https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/221010/minseg-dispuesto-discutir-extincion-dominio


indirectly derived from proceeds of crime, including incomes, profits or other benefits 

from the proceeds of crime. 

 

Given the country’s past history, highlighted most notably perhaps by the Panama Papers 

leaks from 2016, it might come as no surprise to many outsiders that the majority of 

criminal lawyers were said to oppose the Bill, arguing that it infringes constitutional 

guarantees, such as the right to private property4.  But one would argue that surely the 

point of the new law is that the property in question is not rightly the property of the 

person affected, as it was obtained as the result of unlawful activity5 and so, by rights, 

should really belong to someone else, in other words the victim (although the Bill would 

see the state receiving the property, at least to start with). 

 

The whole point of such civil forfeiture laws is that the assets in question are proved to be 

the fruits of unlawful conduct, and are thus themselves illicit.  No-one would surely argue 

that the ill-gotten gains of the criminal should not be liable to confiscation, as can be the 

case following a criminal conviction.  The only difference is that forfeiture would be a civil 

action, with no “criminal” in the dock, and no criminal penalties involved – the assets 

(albeit that their original form may have been transformed into some other form, from 

cash embezzled into real estate, for example) are, in essence, the same as might have 

been liable to confiscation if circumstances had been different.  The bottom line surely is 

that the assets involved are, in effect, stolen property. 

 

It has been reported that the President of the Panamanian Association of Criminal 

Lawyers (APAP) has said that this is a law that even if a person is innocent of any crime 

 
4  https://www.panamaamerica.com.pa/judicial/ley-de-extincion-de-dominio-sigue-acumulando-muchas-
criticas-1213478  
However, the Secretary General at the Ministry of Security (Minseg) has told the Assembly that "If the 
property was acquired as a result of drug trafficking, human trafficking, kidnapping, robbery, hired assassins, 
extortion, to mention a few crimes, then it would not enjoy any legitimacy or constitutional protection, as 
indicated in Article 47 of our constitution". 
5  Bill 625 refers to “illegal activity”, whereas the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 in the UK uses the term 
“unlawful activity”. 

https://www.panamaamerica.com.pa/judicial/ley-de-extincion-de-dominio-sigue-acumulando-muchas-criticas-1213478
https://www.panamaamerica.com.pa/judicial/ley-de-extincion-de-dominio-sigue-acumulando-muchas-criticas-1213478


that is accused, he can be deprived of his assets.  However, the law, as is common with 

forfeiture legislation, includes protection for the rights of third parties that have acted in 

good faith6, and certainly the Bill refers to constitutional rights being protected (it could 

hardly do otherwise).  Any person affected by an action will have the right to be 

represented, and to dispute any facts and evidence. 

 

In a criticism of the system in which he works, the President of APAP also commented that 

Panama had a legal system “fragile to politics”, implying that political influence rather 

than natural justice was likely to play a big, or the greater, part in any case7.  Certainly, a 

huge corruption trial currently underway in the country, in which two former Presidents 

are among the defendants, does seem to lend credence to this argument.  On the other 

hand, it has been argued that such manipulation of the legal system for political ends 

takes place in countries without extinction of domain laws, as the APAP President implies 

has been the case in Panama in the past. 

 

The major corruption trial has also been suggested as a reason why some deputies have 

attempted to delay or modify the Bill, with supporters of some of those involved fearing 

the use of the new powers should the cases succeed.8 

 

Astoundingly to an outsider, one of the arguments that has been put forward is that, to 

facilitate passage of the Bill, corruption should not be one of the crimes which would 

trigger a claim to forfeiture.  Given the aforementioned trial, surely this is hard to justify. 

According to some deputies and lawyers, including corruption offences meant that the Bill 

had become a political debate instead of being just a practical assessment of the law and its 

application9.  It has been argued that if the Bill were to encompass corruption offences, then 

 
6  Interestingly, a case arose in Guatemala after two sons of a former President of Panama were detained in 
February 2021 and subsequently extradited to the US to face money laundering charges.  The business jet 
they arrived on, owned by their father, was detained and placed under the guardianship of the Court of 
Extinction of Domain.  It was subsequently returned to its owner in the following year. 
7  Ibid. 
8  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/221010/minseg-dispuesto-discutir-extincion-dominio  
9  Ibid. 

https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/221010/minseg-dispuesto-discutir-extincion-dominio


a new, special code would be required, presumably to deal with the peculiar, special 

circumstances that could arise – such if the alleged offence involved a serving or past 

politician, who might in other circumstances have some degree of immunity. 

 

If or when the Bill becomes a Law this is not the end of the matter.  The implementation, 

including the detailed regulations and guidance that would be required, and not least how 

the Law was to actually be used in practice, and how (or if) its potential was given the 

resources - human, financial and technical – to succeed. 

 

In my own experience, having been involved in the preparation and drafting of proceeds 

of crime legislation, and overseeing its progress through a parliament, I can say that a Bill 

finally reaching the statute book is not even half the battle.  If the implementation is not 

planned and adequately resourced, any legislation, and particularly that involving civil 

forfeiture, can fail to achieve any or all of its aims. 

 

In my experience, civil forfeiture of anything other than relatively modest amounts of cash 

involves a need for clear processes (which Bill 625 seems to provide for) and far more time 

and effort, including court time and legal costs, than one might imagine.  After all, if you 

are seeking to interfere with someone’s right to property then it only fair that it should 

not be something that was done too easily.  Cases can easily drag on for weeks or months, 

maybe having taken some considerable time to reach the courts in the first place, and any 

property (other than that which is perishable or cannot be preserved) has to be 

maintained in the meantime – and compensation would be due for any loss or damage 

caused should the action for forfeiture fail for some reason. 

 

Again, from my own experience, I would urge that the forfeiture be seen as an extension 

of the criminal law, and form of justifiable retribution, and not as a source of “easy” 

money.  While the value of any potential assets may be huge, the aim should be to 

exercise justice and not to obtain additional revenue to supplement the criminal justice 



system or plug gaps in its funding.  As I have said, in many, if not most, cases forfeiture 

actions are neither cheap nor speedy.  Hence any budget for the system put in place 

should not be dependent on the take generated by the cases brought – otherwise, this 

could be a factor in bringing unwarranted or speculative actions.  Remember that the 

Asset Recovery Agency, set up in the UK to oversee and enforce the Proceeds of Crime Act 

2002 and its civil forfeiture regime, failed to meet targets for assets recovered10 and after 

just four years was merged into the Serious and Organised Crime Agency.  Hence, I would 

caution that any system has not only to be effective and properly resourced, but also have 

realistic goals. 

 

It is perhaps important to bear in mind that the basic procedures and expertise required in 

civil forfeiture cases is not dissimilar to that used in financial investigations in purely 

criminal cases, and which will already be (or should be) in place in Panama.  The 

information required and the types of financial investigation are essentially the same.  It 

may be, of course, that the investigation is larger and more complex (and hence more 

costly). 

 

When I was involved in law enforcement, the rule had developed that any criminal 

investigation should be accompanied by a parallel financial investigation, it being regarded 

that denying a wrongdoer the fruits of his or her illicit activity was as important, if not 

more important, than sending them to prison.  However, as StAR Initiative Key Concept 1 

stated, any non-conviction based asset forfeiture should never be a substitute for criminal 

prosecution, despite the civil forfeiture action being in rem (an action against a thing, an 

item of real or personal property) and not in persona (an action against a person).11  

Criminals should not be allowed to avoid prosecution by use of the mechanism (though it 

could be argued that the lack of success of the SFO in the UK in its prosecutions, and the 

 
10  ARA had the advantage, it seemed, of also being able to levy tax on assets whose origin could not be 
verified. 
11  https://star.worldbank.org/sites/default/files/Non%20Conviction%20Based%20Asset%20Forfeiture.pdf  
However, asset forfeiture can precede a criminal prosecution or proceed alongside one. 

https://star.worldbank.org/sites/default/files/Non%20Conviction%20Based%20Asset%20Forfeiture.pdf


contrasting success of deferred prosecution agreements appear to fly in the face of this 

principle).  One could see how, in Panama, for example, opting to not prosecute could 

undermine the credibility of the courts, and be seen (or portrayed) as merely a hostile 

political establishment seeking to attack its rivals.  Problems could also arise where a 

prosecution was unsuccessful, or was not possible for some reason, but the 

preponderance of evidence was that there were assets liable to forfeiture. 

 

10 November 2022 

 

UNOFFICIAL (AND ROUGH AND READY) TRANSLATION OF THE DRAFT BILL AS 

PRESENTED IN APRIL 2021 

 

El proyecto de Ley No. 625 de 28 de abril de 2021  

QUE ADOPTA LA LEGISLACIÓN DE EXTINCIÓN DE DOMINIO DE BIENES ILÍCITOS 

[as introduced, 28 April 2021] 

 

Chapter 1 

Substantial Standards 

 

Article 1. Concept.  

The extinction of domain is a patrimonial legal consequence12 of the illicit activities, 

consisting of the loss in favour of the State of any right over the goods of illicit origin or 

destination described in this law, declared by judgment of judicial authority without 

compensation or compensation of any nature for its owner or any other person who stops 

you or behaves as such 

 

Article 2: Object.  

 
12   Civil law includes 'droit patrimonial', which regulates the relationships of people to assets and financial-
based relationships between private persons.  The rights that are set by this field of law are called 
patrimonial rights.  We might saw the rights of ownership. 



The purpose of this Law is to regulate the extinction of ownership subject to conditions; in 

particular to: 

1.  Establish the legal framework to apply the domain forfeiture action 

2.  Specify the procedures and powers of the different authorities 

3.  Recognise the rights and guarantees of the participants 

4.  Establish the fundamental principles for the administration of assets 

 

Article 3: Scope.  

The Law is directed to the extinction of ownership of goods, instruments, resources, 

products, assets or values that lack legitimacy, and cannot enjoy constitutional protection, 

due to their origin or destination linked to criminal activities 

 

Article 4. Definitions.  

For the purposes of this Law, the following definitions apply: 

1. Illicit activity: Any activity typified as criminal, at the discretion of the judge for the 

extinction of domain13, even when no final conviction has been issued in the criminal 

jurisdiction14 

2. Affected. Natural or legal person that proves ownership over a patrimonial right  

subject to this Law. 

3. Material seizure or seizure of property: The material precautionary measure ordered 

by the domain forfeiture judge or exceptionally by the prosecutor specialising in domain 

forfeiture domain, over the goods that there were reasonable indications that they 

originated, were used or to be used in illicit activities referred to in this Law to prevent the 

enjoyment, possession, use or disposal of the property15. 

4. Assets: Assets of any kind, corporeal or incorporeal, movable or immovable, tangible or 

intangibles, and documents or legal instruments that prove ownership or other rights 

 
13  A new or dedicated judge who would oversee the legal actions. 
14  Hence, as with asset forfeiture in the UK or US, no direct criminal conviction might apply in respect of the 
assets concerned. 
15  The detention or preventive seizure of assets. 



on those assets. 

5. Good faith: Diligent and prudent conduct, exempt from any fault, in any legal act or 

business of assets related to that specified in Article 5 of this Law. 

6. Instruments: Goods used or destined to be used, in any way, in whole or in part, for 

illicit activities. 

7. Legitimate: Lawful or in accordance with the laws. 

8. Products: Goods, fruits, revenues, profits or income derived or from goods 

originated or intended for illicit activities. 

9. Suspension of the ability to dispose of the asset: Precautionary measure in order to 

exclude the good from trade16. 

 

Article 5. Subject to the Extinction of Domain.  

The domain extinction will be used on: 

1.  Assets originating from illicit activities. 

2.  Goods that are means or instruments of illicit activities. 

3.  Goods that are the material object of illicit activities, unless the goods object 

 material are intended to restore the rights of the victims17, or are goods that 

must be destroyed18, or that by law have a different destination. 

4.   Goods that come from the partial or total transformation or conversion, physical 

or legal of the product, instruments or material object of illicit activities. 

5.  Goods of legal origin used to hide goods of illegal origin. 

6.  Goods of legal origin mixed with goods of illegal origin. 

7.   Assets that constitute an unjustified increase in equity, when there are elements 

that allow one to reasonably consider that they come from illicit activities. 

8.  Assets that constitute income, rents, fruits, profits and other benefits derived  

  From the above assets. 

9.  Goods of legal origin whose value is equivalent to any of the goods described in 

 
16  To prevent the sale or other disposal of an asset. 
17  Compensation or victim’s goods? 
18  Perishable. 



 the above categories, and whose location, identification, seizure, embargo, or 

 preventive or material apprehension is not possible. 

10.  Goods of legal origin whose value is equivalent to any of the goods described in 

 the above categories, when the right of a third party in good faith is not proven, 

 subject to no fault by that third party on the same goods. 

 

Article 6. Transmission due to death. 

The goods referred to in Article 5 do not become legitimate by succession upon death. 

Consequently, the extinction of the domain right will also proceed over the assets that 

they are part of the hereditary estate or assets awarded by virtue of succession processes, 

when they correspond to any of the items provided for in Article 5. 

 

Article 7. Legal acts.  

No legal act carried out on the goods provided for in Article 5 makes them legitimate, 

except for the rights of third parties in good faith, subject to any fault by that third party 

duly verified. 

 

Article 8. Effects of the Law in time.  

The extinction of domain will be declared, anything that is at the time of the illicit 

acquisition or destination of the goods, products, instruments, one of the items in Article 

5 then this Law applies. 

 

Article 9. The specialty of the Law and the process.  

This Law has precedence over any other that contradicts and opposes it, so that when a 

conflict of laws or regulations arises with the precepts that this Law provides, this Law will 

be applied over any other Law. 

 

Chapter 11 

Procedural Rules 



 

Article 10. Referral.  

In situations not expressly regulated by this law, the following integration rules will be 

followed: 

1.  In the initial stage, control of legality, investigation techniques and special acts of 

investigation such as the interception of communications, raids and searches, the 

selective search in databases, controlled deliveries, surveillance and monitoring of 

people, surveillance of things, retrieval of information left behind while surfing the 

Internet, and undercover operations the procedures provided in the Code of Procedure 

Penal will apply. 

 

2.  At the trial stage, probation and correctional powers of judicial officials and 

proceedings, the rules set forth in the Second Book of the Judicial Code and the Law on 

Judicial Career apply. 

 

3.  In aspects related to the regulation of the rights of persons, goods, obligations 

and civil contracts, the provisions of the Civil Code apply. 

 

4.  With regard to assets, obligations and commercial contracts, the provisions of 

the Code of Commerce, its complementary provisions and the laws that regulate specific 

matters of the exercise of trade apply. 

 

The foregoing provided that it is not contrary to the nature of the domain forfeiture 

process. 

 

Article 11. The Imprescriptibility of the action.  



Illicit activities do not generate rights.  It cannot be invoked that there is an acquired 

patrimonial right or consolidated legal situation if it comes from illegal or criminal activity. 

In these cases, the domain extinction action it will be imprescriptible19. 

 

Article 12. Of the nature of the Domain Extinction action.  

The extinction action of domain that is regulated in this Law, has a jurisdictional nature, 

real character and heritage content.  Proceeds against any real right, principal or 

accessory, with independence of the person who has them in their possession or has 

acquired them.  That person has the right of third parties in good faith, provided that it is 

proven that they have acted in good faith. 

 

Article 13. Of the public nature of the domain extinction action.  

The action of domain extinction is initiated ex officio by the prosecutor specialising in 

domain extinction, and giving notice in respect of the items provided for in Article 5 of this 

Law.20 

 

Article 14. Public criminal action.  

When in the exercise of the action of extinction of domain, there is news of the existence 

of a criminal act, prosecutable ex officio, the prosecutor specialised in asset forfeiture will 

inform the Attorney General in order to exercise criminal action with the help of police 

agencies relevant, when applicable. 

 

Article 15: The autonomy and independence of the action.  

The domain forfeiture action is distinct and autonomous from criminal action, as well as 

from any other, and independent of any declaration of criminal responsibility. 

In no case will the prejudiciality of criminal conviction proceed to prevent the issuance of 

 

19  Unable to be taken away by prescription or by lapse of time. 

 
20  I think this means notice is given, and action is not ex parte. 



domain forfeiture sentence. 

 

Article 16. Duty to inform.  

Public or private institutions, or any person natural or legal must inform the Office of the 

Attorney General, the prosecutor specialised in asset forfeiture or any agency of the Public 

Ministry, of the existence of assets that may be subject to the action of domain extinction. 

Failure to comply with this obligation by public officials will give rise to the administrative 

and criminal sanctions for concealment or for the omission of the duties of public 

servants. 

 

Article 17. Of the exercise of the action.  

The prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture will exercise the domain forfeiture action 

before domain forfeiture judges and will act throughout the National territory. 

Prosecutors act by delegation of the Attorney General and are not subject to the 

impediment and recusal process established for the judges in Article 29 of this Law. 

 

Article 18. Judicial jurisdiction.  

The special jurisdiction for the extinction of domain is independent and autonomous from 

other ordinary jurisdictions. 

This jurisdiction will be exclusively exercised by specialised judges for the extinction of 

domain that will know in the first instance of the processes and by a Court of Appeals of 

Extinction of Domain, who will know of the processes in second instance, with jurisdiction 

in all the country. 

 

Article 19. Emoluments.  

The domain forfeiture judges, the magistrates of the Court of Domain Forfeiture appeals 

and their respective alternates will be appointed in agreement by the Plenary of the 

Supreme Court of Justice, in accordance with the rules of the Career Judicial. 

The salaries and allowances of the domain extinction judges and of the Magistrates of the 



Domain Forfeiture Appeal Court, will be set in accordance with the provisions in the 

Budget of the Judicial Organ. 

Each court and the Court of Appeals will have the necessary personnel to carry out 

the corresponding tasks, and will have the same equality with respect to their rank. 

 

Chapter III 

Procedural Guarantees 

 

Article 20. Guarantees.  

In the application of this Law, the rights recognised in the Constitution and in international 

treaties that are inherent to its nature. 

The actions that limit fundamental rights will be adopted with the prior order of the judge 

of domain extinction. Exceptionally, in case of urgency or other need duly substantiated, 

the prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture may adopt such measures, with the 

obligation to submit them to subsequent judicial control. 

 

Article 21. Principle of contradiction.   

The procedure provided for in this Law is protected by the principle of contradiction21, and 

the procedural parties will have the right to dispute the tests and those decisions that are 

susceptible to appeals within the process of domain extinction. For this, the judge must 

explain the decisions that affect the rights fundamental or real or that resolve the 

substantial aspects of the process. 

 

Article 22. Rights of the affected.  

During the procedure, the person affected by the domain extinction action have the 

following rights: 

l.   Have access to the process, directly or through the assistance and representation 

of a lawyer duly constituted as proxy, from the notification of the claim of 

 
21  Decisions etc may be challenged before a judge. 



 domain extinction or from the imposition of precautionary measures. 

2.  To know the facts and foundations that support the process in a clear and 

 Understandable manner. 

3.   To present and request evidence, and to intervene extensively to safeguard their 

rights. 

4.  To dispute the claims that are being asserted against the assets through the 

 legal mechanisms established in this Law. 

5.   To give up the evidentiary debate and opt for an early sentence of domain 

forfeiture22. 

 

Article 24. Representation of absentees.  

A public defender will be appointed to represent the interests and guarantee the full 

exercise of the rights of those affected who do not appear and of those unknown in the 

process. 

 

Chapter IV 

Procedural Aspects 

 

Article 25. Classes of judicial resolutions.  

Judicial resolutions can be: 

1.   Provisional.  When they are limited to providing for the processing of the action, 

it is not appealable. 

2.   Automatic. When they decide an incidental or accessory matter of the process. 

3.  Sentences. When they decide the substance of the process. 

 

Article 26. Judicial term.  

The participants in a domain extinction process will have right to a final judicial decision 

within a reasonable time. To achieve this goal the processing will be oral, through hearings 

 
22  May choose to waive giving evidence (which might amount to surrender of the assets concerned). 



throughout the process. The judge will set the deadlines when the Law has not set them, 

in accordance with the importance of the act or diligence, always ensuring that it does not 

exceed what is necessary for the consequent purposes. 

These deadlines can be extended once, provided that the Judge considers the cause 

invoked to be just, and that the request is made before the expiration date. The resolution 

that decides it will be irrevocable. 

 

Article 27. Business days and hours.  

The acts of investigation can be carried out at any time. Consequently, all days and hours 

are working days and hours for that purpose. The actions of the judges who fulfill the 

function of guarantee control are included. 

Every day and hour is a working day or hour for the exercise of this function. 

The hearings will be held on business days and hours, without prejudice to the 

authorisation of days and non-working hours determined by the judge, in order to 

guarantee a process without delay. 

 

Article 28. Computation.  

Hourly deadlines start running immediately after the occurrence of the event that fixes its 

initiation, without interruption. 

The deadlines determined by days begin to run the day after the event occurred that 

motivates its initiation or its notification. For these purposes, only the days which are 

business days count, except as otherwise provided by law. 

The terms in months will be counted according to the calendar, but when it is a holiday or 

national holiday the last day of the term, it will last until the next business day. 

 

Article 29. Causes of impediments or recusal.  

The judges may withdraw from the knowledge of the cause or be challenged by the 

interveners when there are conflicts of serious interests or reasons that affect their 

impartiality, such as family relationships, coexistence, friendship, enmity and commercial 



relations with any of the parties, or when there may be an interest in the outcome of the 

process. Requests for impediments and challenges against domain extinction judges will 

be processed before the domain extinction appeals court domain. 

 

Article 30. General Rule.  

For each item of goods, only one investigation will be carried out, whatever the number of 

affected, except where: 

1 The owner of the assets is the same person, or they belong to the same family 

 nucleus or to the same business or corporate group. 

2.   When there are links of common relationship between the owners of the assets 

that allow inferring the presence of an common identity or patrimonial or 

economic unit, such as the use of figureheads, interposed persons, subordinates, 

dependents or other similar. 

3.   In the case of assets that represent the illicit activity of which they come from or 

for which they are intended. 

 

Article 31. Procedural Break.  

In addition to what is provided for in other provisions, the procedure may be amended in 

the following cases: 

l.  When the prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture considers that there is merit 

to order the file, regarding one or some of the assets that are subject to 

 research. 

2.   When declaring the partial nullity of a procedural action that requires the 

process to be replaced in relation to one or some goods. 

3.  When issuing an early judgment 

 

Section A 

Appeals 

 



Article 32. Resources.  

Available for appeals against the resolutions issued by the domain extinction judge there 

is room for appeal, except those that are not subject to appeal (see Article 33). 

 

Article 33. Appealable resolutions.  

It is possible to appeal against the following resolutions: 

l.  Those that provide for the application of precautionary measures. 

2.  Those which decide on jurisdiction and nullities. 

3.   One that decides on the legitimacy of the parties in respect of the hearing of 

evidence and pleadings. 

4.   Those that resolve the objections that have been filed against the admission of 

the claim of domain extinction and other formal issues. 

5.  One that denies evidence. 

6.  The sentence of first instance. 

 

Article 34. Appeal against automatic decisions.  

The appeal must be filed orally in the same hearing where the appealed decision is issued 

or within the following two days and will be granted immediately. to be appropriate. 

Having received the appealed decision and the appeal by the superior, he will summon a 

hearing of oral argument, which must take place within the following five days, and the 

unjustified non-appearance of the appellant at the appeal hearing obliges the judge to 

declare the appeal void. 

The magistrates of the Court of Appeals will make a reasoned decision at the end of the 

hearing or, in case of impossibility due to the complexity of the matter, within the 

following three days. 

 

Article 35. Appeal against first instance sentence. 

The appeal against the judgment of first instance will be announced in person or by 

written notification within three business days of notification. 



The resource will be supported within ten business days following its announcement. 

overdue said period, the counterparty will have a period of ten working days to formulate 

its opposition. 

Once the proceedings have been sent to the superior, an oral argumentation hearing will 

be set, within the five days after receipt of the appeal 

The court must issue a ruling within thirty days following the completion of the 

oral argument hearing. 

The second instance may revoke, amend or confirm the judgment of the first instance. 

 

Article 36. Effects of the appeal.  

Appeals may be granted, except as expressly stated established for special cases, in the 

following effects: 

l.   In the suspensive case, in which the action will be suspended, as well as the 

execution of the appealed resolution, in the case of sentences or orders that put 

an end to the process. 

2.   In the return case, in which case compliance with the appealed decision will not 

be suspended or the course of the process, in the case of any other order or 

resolution that orders, decides precautionary measures or print processing. 

 

Section 2' 

Notifications 

 

Article 37. General rule of notifications.  

The notifications of the interveners made by phone with a secretarial report, email, text 

messaging or any technological means recognised as effective for these purposes. If the 

affected is a prisoner will be notified personally at his place of detention. 

The foregoing does not prevent notifications from being made in person at the podiums of 

the Court or at the addresses that appear in the process. 

Decisions made at the hearing are understood to have been notified to those appearing. 



 

Article 38. Summons.  

Subpoenas for notification purposes may be made through any means of written, 

electronic, telephone communication or any means of communication that the judicial 

server considers effective, indicating the term and place where to attend 

Subpoenas must be sent to the address or addresses identified during the the research 

phase. A citation notice will also be left at the property or business that is subject to a 

precautionary measure of a material nature, when this had been ordered during the 

procedural stage. The citations must inform about the legal consequences of non-

appearance, for which the corresponding record must be left in the summons. 

Article 39. Location.  

Those affected who have not been notified and the possible owners of economic rights 

that are unknown. 

 

Article 40. Content of the Notice of Summons.  

The edict will be fixed for five working days in the courtrooms and will contain: 

l.  Description of the court and date of issuance of the edict. 

2.  Description of the good or goods object of the process. 

3.   The name, surname, identification number, if the owner of the asset or assets 

subject to the process, if a natural person.  In case of being a legal person, the 

general registration that is recorded in the Public Registry or in the entity that 

corresponds to the registration of the property owner. 

4.  General information on the process. 

5.   Indication of the obligation to appear in court within a period of ten business 

days. 

The copy of the edict will be published in a newspaper of national circulation for five days 

in a row.  If, despite this appeal, the defendant does not appear, after ten business days 

from the last publication in the newspaper, a public defender will be appointed with 

which the process will be followed. 



 

Chapter V 

Process 

 

Article 41. Stages of the Procedure.  

The procedure consists of the following stages:  

• an investigation stage that will be in charge of the Public Ministry, through a 

prosecutor specialised in asset forfeiture,  

• a stage that includes the formulation of the claim domain extinction and the 

preparatory hearing, and  

• the stage of presentation of evidence and pleadings by the domain forfeiture 

judge. 

 

Article 42. Purpose of the investigation stage.  

The prosecutor specialising in extinction of domain will initiate and direct the investigation 

in order to: 

1.  Identify, locate and locate the assets that are in a budget for the extinction of 

 domain, in accordance with Article 5 of this law. 

2.  Prove that any of the elements required in the budgets for extinction of 

 domain established in Article 5 of this law. 

3.   Identify the possible holders of rights over the goods that are involved for 

domain forfeiture and find out a place of notification. 

4.   Prove the link between the possible holders of rights over the goods and the 

domain extinction. 

5.  Look for evidence that allows you to refute the presumption of good faith. 

The action will be reserved until the notification of the claim of domain extinction or the 

materialisation of precautionary measures. The affected party may present all the 

elements that he/she/it deems necessary to prove good faith. 

The investigation will also be initiated when the goods or resources in question have been 



involved within a criminal process, and the origin of such assets, their use or destination 

have not been the object of investigation or, having been so, it would not have been taken 

on them a final decision, for whatever reason. 

 

Article 43. Term of the investigation stage.  

The investigation phase will not have a deadline, provided that a precautionary measure is 

not applied.  Once the precautionary measure is used, the prosecutor specialised in asset 

forfeiture, within the following six months, must decide whether to files the information 

or proceed to formulate the claim of domain extinction. 

When the cause is complex due to multiple assets, the judge may authorise the extension 

of this period for up to one year. 

 

Article 44. Powers in the investigation stage.  

The prosecutor specialising in extinction of domain may carry out any diligence that they 

deem necessary, as well as use the techniques of relevant research. 

In the development of the same, they will guarantee respect for fundamental rights and 

due process. 

 

Article 45. Objectivity.  

During the investigation stage, the special prosecutor's office in extinction of domain and 

investigation agencies, in the exercise of their powers, will adapt their actions 

to an objective criterion. 

The investigation will be carried out respecting the effective fulfillment of the rights 

constitutional and legal. 

 

Article 46. Cooperation of public entities and obligation to respond.  

All State entities and institutions, as well as their employees, officials, servants and 

representatives, as well as natural or legal persons are obliged to refer to the prosecutor 

specialised in asset forfeiture, the requested information or documentation is in writing 



or, using any electronic means. 

Within the investigations for the purpose of domain extinction, the reservation will not 

apply to bank, exchange, stock market and tax, nor will access to the information 

contained in databases. 

 

Article 47. Deadline for sending information.  

The information required by the prosecutor specialised in asset forfeiture, to any of the 

entities, authorities, officials or servers indicated in the previous Articles, must be sent in a 

non-extendable term of three business days, counted from the date of receipt of the 

request. 

When those obliged to provide the documentation or information cannot do so 

justifiably within the term stipulated by the prosecutor's office, they may request, with 

due anticipation and in a reasoned manner, an extension of three additional business 

days. 

 

Article 48. Procedures and investigation techniques that require judicial control.  

The data seizure proceedings, undercover operations, controlled delivery and surveillance 

electronic or any other established by law, will be practiced by the specialised prosecutor 

in forfeiture of domain and will be subject to subsequent control by the domain forfeiture 

judge, within a period not exceeding ten business days, counted from the execution of the 

act. 

 

Article 49. Searches.  

In order to collect evidence, or to ensure the effectiveness of a precautionary measure, in 

case of unjustified opposition to a measure, it may be necessary for a raid or search of 

assets. The search request must be submitted by the prosecutor specialised in domain 

forfeiture to the domain forfeiture judge in writing, be duly founded and contain: 

1.  The specific identification of the place or places involved. 

2.  The purpose of the registration. 



3.   The reasons and the elements that establish the need for the search. 

4.  The name of the prosecutor responsible for the execution of the measure. 

5.  The signature of the prosecutor who requires the authorization. 

The judge will examine compliance with the formal requirements and the reasonableness 

of the reasons of the request of the prosecutor specializing in asset forfeiture. The 

petition must be resolved immediately and without further formalities and may not 

exceed two hours from when it was received by the judge, who will record the 

authorisation in the same document, indicating the time limit. The judge will keep a copy 

and another will be delivered, at the time of the search, to the owner, the person in 

charge or whoever is in the home or, failing that, a neighbour. 

The schedule for undertaking the search will be between six in the morning and ten at 

night. 

If the search results in the casual discovery of evidence of a crime, the investigation will 

proceed and draw up the corresponding record, provided that the crime is one of those in 

which it proceeds from the case. The prosecutor will proceed to withdraw the 

corresponding evidence and inform the Attorney General. 

 

Article 50. Interception of communications 

At the request of the prosecutor specialising in extinction of domain, the judge may, 

depending on the nature of the case, decide by reasoned decision whether or not to 

authorise the recording of conversations and interception of cyber communications, 

satellite tracking, electronic surveillance and communications telephone companies in the 

framework of an investigation for domain extinction. The interception of 

communications will be exceptional.  If the request is authorized, the judge must 

indicate a term that does not exceed twenty days and may only be extended at the 

request of the prosecutor, who must explain the reasons that justify the request. Those 

entrusted with intercept and record the communication or whoever records it will have 

the obligation to keep it secret about its content, unless, summoned as a witness in the 



same procedure, and is required answer about it. The material collected and preserved in 

digital format must remain in chain of custody.  Transcripts of the recordings and 

information received will be recorded in a record in which only what is saved should be 

incorporated relation to the investigated case, which will be signed by the prosecutor 

specialising in the extinction of domain. 

 

Article 51. Seizure of data.  

When computer equipment or data is seized stored on any other medium, the same 

limitations regarding secrecy will apply professional and confidential about the content of 

the seized documents. The examination of the content of the data will be fulfilled under 

the responsibility of the prosecutor who carries it out, with due diligence, the affected 

person and his or her lawyer will be summoned with due notice. Nevertheless, their 

absence does not prevent the seizure. Equipment or information that is not useful to the 

investigation or understood as non-seizure objects will be returned immediately and 

cannot be used for research. 

 

Article 52. Non-seizure data.  

The following may not be subject to seizure 

l.    The written communications and notes between the affected person and his 

advocate or the people who can refrain from testifying as witnesses. 

2.  The results of examinations or diagnoses related to medical sciences carried out 

under professional secrecy, provided that they are not related to the object of 

the research. 

The limitation will only apply when the communications or documents are in the 

possession of the people who must refrain from testifying or, in the case of professionals 

bound by secrecy professional, if they are in any data computer system or telephone cell 

phone. 

 

Article 53. Termination of the investigation stage.  



The investigation stage will end by means of a duly substantiated request from the 

prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture, formulating the claim of domain extinction 

before the respective judge or preparing the file provisional of what has been done. The 

decision to file does not have the value of res judicata. 

 

Article 54. Failure to comply with deadlines.  

If within ten days of expiration of the term indicated in Article 43 (time limit on 

investigation) of this Law, the prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture does not 

formulate the claim of domain extinction, nor do they provisionally file or dismiss the 

In this case, the affected party may ask them to make a statement within forty-eight hours 

following their request.  If they do not do so, the affected party will file a petition with the 

domain forfeiture judge to order the prosecutor to rule within the following forty-eight 

hours. 

In the event that the prosecutor does not rule, the domain forfeiture judge, ex officio or 

upon request of the affected party, will declare the provisional file of the cause, without 

prejudice to the administrative and criminal liability that may arise. 

 

Article 55. Provisional File and Legality Control.  

When elements of judgment that allow reasonable dismissal of the arguments that 

motivated the decision of provisional file, the prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture 

may reopen the investigation ex officio. 

The file request will proceed at any time when it is objectively proven that it is not 

possible to meet the requirements established in Article 42 to support the claim of 

domain extinction, either because it was not possible to identify assets that may be 

subject to the extinctive claim; that the assets reported or investigated are not 

compromised in a domain extinction budget; or by accrediting the rights of a third party of 

good guilt-free faith on the intended illicit asset, and there is no possibility of directing the 

action on equivalent goods. 



The same measure will be adopted in relation to unsubstantiated and anonymous reports 

that lack of credibility, which must be rejected outright through the decision to file. 

 

Article 56. Formulation of the claim.  

Having completed the investigation phase, the prosecutor specialised in domain extinction 

will formulate in writing before the judge the claim of extinction of domain, which must 

contain: 

l.  The full legal and material identification of the assets. 

2.   The arguments of fact and law that support the presuppositions of the extinction 

of domain. 

3.  The direct and indirect means of evidence that support the claim. 

4.   The information you have about the identity and location of the owners of the 

assets which are involved and their link with the assets. 

5.   The enunciation of the actions carried out in the initial phase that require to be 

maintained in secret or in reserve, for which it requires support for the reserve. 

 

Article 57. On the claim.  

Having received the claim of domain extinction, within a period not exceeding three days, 

the judge will admit and set the date of the preparatory hearing, or return it to the 

prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture so that they can correct the formal defects, if 

any, indicating the reasons that support its resolution of the procedure. 

The resolution of admissibility is a mere procedure and does not give rise to any appeal. 

 

Article 58. Transfer.  

From the last notification of the admission of the claim of extinction of domain will be 

made available to the parties the writing of the claim and all the records for a period of 

fifteen days. Next, a date and time will be set for the performance of the preparatory 

hearing. 

 



Article 59. Preparatory hearing.  

The preparatory hearing will begin with the ratification or modification of the claim by the 

prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture. 

Next, it will proceed to: 

1.  Resolve matters related to nullities. 

2.   Verify the legitimacy, the interest of the participants and determine who will be 

part of the trial. 

3.   Resolve the objections that have been filed against the admission of the claim 

and other formal matters. 

4.  Resolve impediments and challenges. 

Against the decision that resolves any of the above matters, only the appeal of  

For suspension applies. 

In the development of the preparatory hearing, the interveners will have the following 

attributions: 

l.  Present the means of proof that support your position. 

2.  Modify evidentiary requests. 

3.  Propose or present evidence conventions. 

4.  Submit the request for an early sentence. 

The domain forfeiture judge will decide on the admissibility of the evidence provided and 

They will order the ones it considers pertinent. 

In the same resolution, they will set the date and time for the practice of tests and the 

presentation of pleadings, which must be made within the following thirty days. 

 

Article 60. Evidence hearing and arguments.  

In the development of the audience and following the following order of intervention of 

the preparatory hearing: 

a)  The means of evidence of the prosecutor will be practiced and then those of the 

affected party. 



b)  The parties will present the factual and legal arguments that support their 

position. 

Once the foregoing has been fulfilled, the domain forfeiture judge will order the closure of 

the hearing and set date and time for the reading of the sentence in a term not exceeding 

thirty days. 

 

Article 61. Content of the sentence.  

The statement will contain 

a)  Identification of the assets and those affected. 

b)  Summary of the domain extinction claim and the opposition. 

c)  Analysis of the grounds of fact and law. 

d)  Evaluation of the evidence 

e)  Motivated declaration on the origin or not of the domain extinction. 

Against the sentence only proceeds the appeal. 

 

Article 62. Early sentence.  

At any time during the process and even before starting the hearing of evidence and 

arguments, the affected party may acquiesce to the extinctive claim and expressly 

recognise that one or more of the items of domain extinction and waive the 

corresponding hearing, in which event in which it will have to be acted is sufficient to 

sustain before the Domain Extinction Judge the corresponding judgment in advance. 

 

Chapter VI 

Precautionary measures 

 

Article 63. Purposes of the Precautionary Measures.  

In order to prevent the goods in question being hidden, transferred, assigned, negotiated, 

taxed, distracted, transferred or damaged, lost or destroyed; or for the purpose of ceasing 

its use or illicit destination, the prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture will request 



precautionary measures, of a legal or material nature, on the assets under investigation, in 

accordance with indicated in this Law. 

 

Article 64. Precautionary Measures.  

The precautionary measure is the order issued by the judge of domain extinction or 

exceptionally by the prosecutor specialising in domain extinction, on the goods that there 

were reasonable indications that they originated, were used or that have been to use in 

illicit activities referred to in this Law or that lack justification economic or legal origin, 

which consists of: 

l.  The suspension of the ability to dispose of the good, through its exclusion from 

trade 

2.  The material apprehension or seizure of the property 

3.   The intervention or administration of commercial companies, irregular 

businesses or trades. 

Precautionary measures will be executed regardless of who owns the property. 

 

Article 65. Procedure.  

The prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture submits a request in writing for the 

imposition of precautionary measures which will be decided by the judge of 

extinction of domain, having seen reasonable indications of its presumed link with 

activities illegal. 

The resolutions that decree any real precautionary measure must detail the object of the 

the precautionary measure, the data of the owner of the same, state the facts that 

support its application, indicate the evidence and justify the precautionary requirements, 

in any phase of the process. 

If permitted, the precautionary measure will proceed with its notification. This decision is 

appealable in return effect. 

 

Article 66. Precautionary Measures during the investigation stage.  



Exceptionally, in the light of any of the risks foreseen in Article 63, the prosecutor 

specialised in domain forfeiture may request the domain forfeiture judge for measures 

injuncting on the assets investigated, before submitting the claim for extinction of 

domain.  These precautionary measures may not be extended for more than six months, a 

term within the which the prosecutor must define if he proceeds to formulate the claim of 

domain extinction or orders the provisional file of the proceedings. 

The request for a precautionary measure must be resolved by the judge for the extinction 

of domain within forty-eight hours following the filing of the document. 

 

Article 67.  

Once a precautionary measure has been applied, the good or goods that are the object of 

the measure will be subject to the Directorate for the Administration of Seized Assets and 

Asset Forfeiture, attached to the Ministry of Economy and Finance, as established under 

Article 78 of this Law, in its capacity as administrative entity in charge of its custody, 

deposit, administration and disposal of said assets, in accordance with the provisions of 

this Law and its regulation. 

It is the duty of this entity to inform either the prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture or 

the judge of domain extinction, on the decisions that are taken regarding the 

administration of the estate. 

In case of decreeing the extinction of the domain, they will inform the managing entity of 

the goods, the final destination of these in accordance with the provisions of the Law for 

it. 

 

Chapter VII 

Tests 

 

Article 68. Proof necessary to extinguish.  

The sentence that declares the extinction of ownership will be based on the means of 

legal evidence and timely incorporated. 



 

Article 69. Legality of the Test.  

The prosecution specialised in asset forfeiture, directly or through the investigative 

bodies, will be in charge of collecting all the elements of evidence that must be 

incorporated into the domain extinction process in a lawful manner and in accordance 

with this Law, safeguarding the rights of those affected, enshrined in the 

Political Constitution, International Human Rights Law and the law. 

 

Article 70. Means of Evidence.  

In the domain extinction process, the facts may be demonstrated through any means of 

proof admitted by the Constitution, the Law, International Human Rights and Law, such as 

the party statement; the testimony of third parties, the expert opinion, the judicial 

inspection, the documents and the evidence, or any other evidence that is obtained in a 

lawful manner, safeguarding the respect of the procedural and constitutional rights of 

those affected. 

The tests not provided for in this Law, will be carried out in accordance with the provisions 

that regulate similar means. 

In order to collect the evidence, the prosecutor specialising in asset forfeiture may order 

ex officio acts of investigation that do not require prior authorisation from the judge and 

will practice those that do not require subsequent control. 

The means of proof validly obtained in any other legal action or administration, inside or 

outside the country, may be transferred to the domain extinction process with 

observance of the principles of publicity and contradiction about them. 

 

Article 71. The admissibility of the evidence.  

Within the evidentiary hearing, the Judge of domain extinction will admit the tests that 

are suitable, pertinent, conducive, timely and useful to prove the facts under discussion. 

The domain forfeiture judge will reject by reasoned decision inconclusive, impertinent, 

repetitive, manifestly superfluous and those that may cause a undue prejudice, confusion 



or unnecessary delay of the process.  The notorious facts and indefinite affirmations or 

denials will be valued according to the circumstances. 

The judge will exclude the evidence obtained in violation of the Constitution, the 

International Law of Human Rights and the Law, without prejudice to applying the rules on 

exception to the rules of exclusion that are pertinent. 

 

Article 72. Assessment of the test.  

The test will be appreciated together and according to the rules of sound rational 

criticism, taking into account the criterion of probability. 

Article 73. Burden of proof.  

It is up to each of the parties to prove the fundamentals that support his theory of the 

case. The prosecutor's office specialising in asset forfeiture has the burden to identify, 

collect and provide the evidence that demonstrates the concurrence of any of the 

assumptions provided for in this Law for the declaration of domain extinction, as well as 

such as those that allow the action to be dismissed, due to a proceeding in accordance 

with good faith and free of fault on the part of the affected party. 

In any case, those who claim to be the owner of an affected asset or right, has the burden 

of providing the appropriate and necessary means of proof that demonstrate the facts on 

which it supports its opposition. 

The lack of evidentiary activity by the affected party will only be taken as a legitimate 

resignation of the exercise of their rights of contradiction and opposition and will not 

inhibit the judge to declare the domain extinction based on the means of evidence 

presented by the specialised prosecutor's office in forfeiture of domain. 

 

Article 74. Exclusion of illicit evidence.  

The judge will exclude evidence obtained in violation of the Political Constitution, the 

International Law of Human Rights and the Law, without prejudice to apply the rules on 

exception to the rules of exclusion that are pertinent to it. 

 



Chapter VIII 

Nullities 

 

Article 75. Annulment cases.  

These are considered grounds for annulment in the process of extinction domain, the 

following: 

l.  Lack of jurisdiction of the judge. 

2.  Lack or defects in the notification 

3.  Failure to observe due process. 

Article 76. Opportunity and procedure.  

Annulments may be invoked at the preparatory hearing and in the hearing of evidence 

and arguments. 

 

Chapter IX 

Of the Conservation, Maintenance and Disposal of Assets 

 

Article 77. Principles.  

The administration of assets subject to a precautionary measure for purposes of 

domain extinction will be exercised in accordance with the principles of conservation, 

legality, transparency, publicity, economy, efficiency, productivity, speed and security. 

By virtue of the foregoing, those goods that are productive or generate employment must 

maintain said condition, as long as the state of conservation, the market situation 

and financial of the goods allow it. 

 

Article 78. Of the Directorate of Administration of Assets Seized and of Extinction of 

Domain.  

The Directorate for the Administration of Seized Assets and the Extinction of 

Domain, will enjoy technical, financial and administrative autonomy, attached to the 

Ministry of Economy and Finance. 



It will receive, register, manage, supervise, conserve, safeguard, assign in use and 

custody, will donate and in general dispose of the goods that are made available to them; 

attending to the public utility and social interest, based on the criteria of opportunity, in 

each case, including their destruction. 

 

Article 79. General rules of administration.  

The goods on which precautionary measures are taken in accordance with this Law, must 

be made available and delivered formally to the Directorate of Administration of Assets 

Seized and for Extinction of Domain, under whose administration and custody will remain, 

in accordance with the principles of efficiency and transparency of the public function. For 

such purposes, the Ministry of Economy and Finance will create, within the internal 

structure of said directorate, the administrative units specialised as necessary. 

The administration of goods will be governed by the following rules: 

l.   It will proceed to assign in use and custody, lease or enter into other purchase 

contracts, sale and any other that it deems convenient with natural or legal 

persons, for the good asset management. 

2.  The designated authority will be empowered to contract external services when, 

 according to the nature of the goods, it is necessary for its adequate 

 administration and maintenance. 

3.   Administration trusts may be contracted through a public act in any of the 

fiduciary entities or other similar or specialised entities in accordance with the 

nature of the property, under the supervision or surveillance of the State, as well 

as hiring external administrators, with the skills and specialties required by the 

 administration of said property. 

4.  The expenses generated by the administration of the goods will be paid with the 

 financial returns and productivity of goods, when possible. 

The State must ensure the existence of strict supervisory controls with respect to the 

administration of the assets seized, protected and confiscated or extinguished, which are 



will be administered in accordance with the Regulations for the Administration of Seized 

Assets and confiscated, which will be exempt from the procedures of the Single Text of 

Law 22 of 2006 that regulates public procurement, for its management and will be 

supplied through a more expeditious and effective special substitution procedure for 

contracting, which will be prepared by the General Directorate of Public Procurement 

(DGCP) and approved by Executive Order. 

 

Article 80. Of the protected assets.  

The order issued by the domain forfeiture judge, regarding the execution of precautionary 

measures on assets subject to domain extinction, must be registered in the Public Registry 

of Panama or any corresponding Registry and shall have priority over any annotation, 

encumbrance or limitation of domain existing in that entity, with respect to said assets, 

safeguarding the credits guaranteed with a mortgage and antichresis23 in favor of duly 

constituted banking and financial institutions. 

The assets on which precautionary measures fall will be made available to the 

Directorate of Administration of Assets Seized and for Extinction of Domain, which 

will proceed in accordance with the general rules of administration described in the 

previous article and the applicable regulations, trying at all times to guarantee 

productivity, the value of the seized assets and their use in favour of the State. 

 

Article 81. Of the anticipated alienation of goods.  

The goods which are subject to the action of domain extinction, mainly the perishable and 

those susceptible to loss, impairment or rapid deterioration, may be disposed of in 

advance, through public auction or sale of goods by exceptional procedure. The disposal 

procedures will be public and will be developed in the corresponding regulations, trying at 

all times that said processes are carried out in an economical, effective, impartial and 

transparent manner; ensuring the best conditions in the sale of assets; getting the most 

value of possible recovery and the best conditions of opportunity, as well as the reduction 

 
23  Antichresis is the contract by which a real estate is delivered as a guarantee of a future payment. 



of administration and custody costs. The product of such sales will be deposited in an 

account special in the National Bank of Panama on behalf of the Ministry of Economy and 

Finance for compliance with the purposes of this law. In relation to real estate, the 

decision will follow prior authorisation of the Minister of Economy and Finance. 

 

Article 82. Of the donation of assets declared in extinction.  

The goods declared in extinction of domain, may be donated. The destination of the goods 

will serve the following purposes: 

1.  For care and reparation programs for victims of illicit activities. 

2.  For programs to prevent illicit activities. 

3.  To strengthen the institutions in charge of combating organized crime, in particular 

the specialised units that participate in the process of extinguishing domain. 

4.  To the Directorate for the Administration of Assets Seized and for the Extinction of 

Assets, for the achievement of its ends. 

5.  Any other dependency or program authorised by the Directorate of Administration 

of Assets Seized and Domain Extinction. 

The decision on the donation of the goods will be made by the Directorate of 

Administration of Assets Seized and Domain Extinction, which will be subject to the 

provisions of the Regulations for the Administration of Protected and Confiscated Assets. 

The donation of assets are registered in property registries, they will be registered in the 

name of the Nation with assignment to the public entities to which its use is assigned. 

 

Article 83. Distribution of funds declared in confiscation.  

The distribution of the funds deposited in the special account of Assets for Extinction of 

Domain of the Ministry of Economy and Finance, will proceed every six months or when 

the Minister of Economy and Finance so arranges it. 

The distribution will be made following the following rules: 

1)  Forty-five percent (45%) for the units, dependencies, programs or projects 

 that work directly in the security and justice sector. 



2)  Thirty-five percent (35%) for programs or projects that directly work in the 

 social and prevention sector. 

3)   Twenty percent (20%) for the expenses of the Extinction of Domain and the 

Direction of Administration of Assets Seized and for Extinction of Domain in 

support and as complement of the budget for its operation, maintenance and 

fulfillment of its legal obligations. 

Everything related to this matter will be regulated by the Executive Branch. 

The funds allocated through the distribution described above may not be used for 

expenses, current events such as payment of debts, salaries, salary increases, property 

rentals, protocol events or social events, luxury or sumptuous items or other similar; so 

they must be earmarked solely for investment in strengthening skills and competencies 

own of each unit or dependency according to the case and, they will have to be used for 

the destinations specified in this Article. 

Investment of said resources prior to making the transfer in their favour.  It is authorized 

for the Directorate for the Administration of Seized Assets and Asset Forfeiture to approve 

investments or, where appropriate, deny the transfer of funds when it does not 

correspond to the destinations and investments to which they should be directed in 

accordance with this Article. 

It is expressly prohibited that these resources be used for purposes other than those 

set forth in this Chapter.  The Directorate for the Administration of Assets Seized and 

Domain Forfeiture will be audited annually by external auditors. 

 

Article 84. Unclaimed assets.  

If after a year of the conclusion of the process, no one presents to claim the thing or 

property that must be returned, the judge will make it available to the Directorate of 

Administration of Seized Assets and Domain Extinction, so that it can specify a destination 

in accordance with Articles 82 and 83 of this Law. Things that do not represent value 

will be destroyed and the act will be documented by diligence. 



In the cases of abandoned goods, the same time will be waited as in the cases of goods 

not claimed and will be disposed of in accordance with the provisions of the regulations of 

this Law. 

 

Chapter X 

International cooperation 

 

Article 85. Duty of international cooperation.  

The State shall cooperate with other States in relation to the investigations and 

procedures whose object is the Extinction of Domain, whatever its name24. 

The rules contained in this Law will be applicable in the attention, offer or 

obtaining international judicial cooperation in the areas of investigation, location, 

identification, affectation and processing of actions for the purpose of confiscation, 

forfeiture, recovery of assets, Extinction of Domain or any other similar legal instrument. 

Likewise, this action will be considered as an ideal instrument to comply with the other 

obligations contained in the judicial cooperation agreements and treaties signed, 

approved and ratified by Panama on the subject of persecution of property linked to 

criminal activities. 

 

Article 86. International cooperation for the administration of assets.  

The state may enter into bilateral and multilateral cooperation agreements to facilitate 

the administration of assets linked to criminal activities. Such agreements will contain 

provisions relating to the costs of administration, conservation and the manner of sharing 

assets linked to criminal activities. 

 

Article 87. Application of international agreements.  

The international conventions of cooperation and legal or judicial assistance. as well as 

any other international agreement that regulate international collaboration in matters of 

 
24  Such as civil forfeiture in the UK. 



confiscation, location, identification, recovery, repatriation and extinction of ownership of 

assets, signed, approved and ratified by the State, are fully applicable to the cases 

provided for in this Law. 

 

Article 88. Application process.  

Requests for domain extinction will be answered and assistance in the investigation and 

precautionary measures that have the same purpose will be provided in accordance with 

the provisions of this Law. 

Once the request is received from another State that has jurisdiction to order the 

extinction of domain, measures will be adopted immediately aimed at the identification, 

location and preventive seizure or seizure of property, as well as for the execution of the 

domain forfeiture sentence. 

The respective request for assistance will be executed even when procedures and 

actions not provided for in Panamanian law, as long as they do not contradict principles 

fundamentals of the domestic legal system. 

Requests from other States for the purposes of identification, location, seizure 

preventive or seizure, material apprehension or execution of the sentence of extinction of 

domain, must receive the same priority as those carried out within the framework of the 

procedures internal and taking into account the principle of reciprocity. 

 

Article 89. Probative validity of judgments issued by foreign authority 

competent.  

Domain forfeiture rulings or decisions issued by authorities and competent courts of other 

countries that are duly enforced and authenticated by a consular agent of the Republic of 

Panama or of a friendly nation where there is a consul, may be incorporated into the 

process of domain extinction in the Republic of Panama, fulfilling the process of 

recognition of foreign sentences or exequatur. 

 

Article 90. Effect in Panama of judgments issued by foreign courts. 



The sentences of extinction of domain or institutes will have value in the Republic of 

Panama 

Similar legal rulings issued by foreign courts on assets that are in the national territory and 

that are sought through international cooperation. 

 

Article 91. Execution of a foreign judgment in the Republic of Panama.  

So that a sentence of domain extinction or equivalent decision can be executed in the 

Republic of Panama, it must comply with the requirements established by the agreements 

or specific treaties or meet the requirements for the exequatur process. 

 

Chapter XI 

Final provisions 

 

Article 92. Budget.  

The budget allocation required for the execution of this Law must be provided within a 

term not exceeding twelve months from its entry into force. The State will attend, in an 

adequate, timely and reasonable manner, the needs of infrastructures and 

of resources to guarantee an optimal execution of this Law. 

 

Article 93. Of the additional regulations.  

The Executive Branch, through the Ministry of Economy and Finance, will dictate in a term 

not greater than sixty calendar days, after the enactment of this Law, the following 

regulations: Administration Regulations of Protected and Extinct Assets; Regulation of 

Financial Administration and Regulation of Substitute Contracting Processes. 

 

Article 94. Validity.  

This Law shall take effect sixty days after its enactment. 

 

 



COMMUNICATE AND FOLLOW. 

Proposed for consideration by the Honorable National Assembly by HE JUAN MANUEL 

PINO F, Minister of Public Security, by virtue of authorization granted by the Honorable 

Cabinet Council, by Resolution of Cabinet of April 27, two thousand twenty-one (2021). 

https://espaciocivico.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/2021_P_625.pdf 

 

STATEMENT OF MOTIVES 

 

The main objective of this initiative is to create and develop a regulatory framework 

designed as a legal institution directed against goods of illicit origin or destination. 

 

Criminal activities derived from organised crime in all its manifestations annually generate 

large sums of money in profits for these criminal groups, and … a conviction for a criminal 

process does not prevent the sanctioned person from making use of the goods acquired as 

a result of their criminal actions, affecting peaceful coexistence, human development, 

sustainability and progress of the nation.  For this reason, there is the need to promote 

mechanisms of legal intervention, which allow the system of administration of justice … to 

combat criminal organisations through a legal framework that allows the State, by the 

application of the Law, …property illicitly acquired or destined and the financing of illicit 

activities. 

 

This is a legal instrument that has international antecedents, in the Convention of the 

United Nations Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances 

(Vienna Convention 1988); the United Nations Convention against Organized Crime 

Transnational (Palermo Convention 2000); the United Nations Convention against 

Corruption 2003; the recommendations of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and the 

Model Law on Extinction of Domain of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 

(UNODC). 

 

https://espaciocivico.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/2021_P_625.pdf


The Extinction of Domain of Illicit Assets, is a legal form that has been integrated into the 

laws of various Latin American countries including: Colombia, Peru, Mexico, El 

Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala, Ecuador, Bolivia, Argentina and the Dominican Republic, 

which belong to the list of countries that use this novel legal intervention mechanism, 

effective against organised crime, focusing especially on the pursuit of all kinds 

of assets that make up the wealth from criminal activities. 

 

It takes as a starting point the right to property that every person has and of which 

no one can be arbitrarily deprived.  In this sense, with the forfeiture of domain this Bill 

seeks to legitimise and reaffirm the recognition of the right that people have with respect 

to their property which was legally acquired and reaffirm the application of the law, in the 

understanding that the assets acquired, financial capital and money allocated from illicit 

capital do not acquire legitimacy and do not enjoy legal protection. 

 

The Bill has as its objective the recovery of illicit assets in favour of the State, since this 

constitutes a mechanism for generating income, not only to finance prevention and 

the fight against crime, but also to compensate for the damage caused to society, 

giving it a social function. 

 

In this sense, the Bill follows good practices at an international level, with a social focus, 

subject to public order and general welfare, inherent to the constitutional purposes of 

social justice, because it allows the State to recover the assets and return them to society 

with the objective of giving it the best possible collective use. 

 

For the Public Ministry, the Domain Extinction Law complements criminal prosecution, 

because it contributes to the dismantling of criminal groups by depriving them of 

economic resources, and by separating the property from prosecution of persons in a 

different jurisdiction, the work of the Public Ministry becomes more efficient and 

effective, allowing it to make better use of the assets. 



 

For the Judicial Branch, the Domain Forfeiture Law has a jurisdictional nature, because 

those actions that affect Human Rights, are overseen by a Judge and involve a process 

that allows the individual affected with the process, to be presented and to contradict the 

evidence that supports a claim of extinction of domain and obtain a judicial 

pronouncement. 

 

Finally, the Bill establishes and unifies a regime for the administration of assets seized and 

abandoned in criminal proceedings and in domain forfeiture trials provided for in the 

legal system, creating an autonomous and specialised whole to ensure efficient 

management and efficient and transparent administration of assets subject to 

precautionary measure or extinguished by final judgment. 

 

By virtue of the above, the Ministry of Public Security promotes the timely 

incorporation into the national legal framework of this investigation and administration 

mechanism of justice, which will allow the national authorities to comply effectively with 

the mission to counteract organised criminal activity, eradicating the operational capacity 

and of criminal organisations, weakening their organisational structure, and restoring 

peace to society. 
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